
Notes on Waves: 

A wave is a disturbance that is moving through space.

There are two main kinds of waves:

-mechanical waves and
-electromagnetic waves

Mechanical waves need a
medium: some kind of matter to travel through

Examples are
water waves
sound waves
seismic(earthquake)waves

Waves are also classified into:

TRANSVERSE WAVE moves at right angles to the direction of the vibration. eg: EM 
wave

LONGITUDINAL WAVE moves in the same direction to the direction of the vibration 
eg: SOUND wave, “P” earthquake waves.

Speed of sound in air at room temp. is about 
340 m/s in air (see p.   251)
1500 m/s in water
5000 m/s in steel

Sound cannot travel through a vacuum.

Humans can hear sound between 20 Hz – 20,000 Hz

below 20 Hz: infrasound
above 20,000 Hz: ultrasound

Electromagnetic (EM) waves can travel through a vacuum; 

But they can also travel through matter.

EVERY WAVE has these three characteristics:

- speed
- size (wavelength) and
- amplitude (distance from resting point)



Frequency is HOW MANY waves pass a point in one second. 

Measured in hertz (Hz) named after scientist

Wavelength is the distance from the crest of one wave to the crest of the next 
wave.

Frequency X wavelength= SPEED (velocity).

Speed of ALL EM radiation is 300,000 km/s (or 100,000,000 m/s) in a vacuum, 
because ...  EM radiation is LIGHT. 

Visible light is just one kind of EM radiation.

All kinds of EM radiation can be placed on a SPECTRUM (range of values) 

according to their wavelengths & frequencies

Longest wavelength: radio
Shortest wavelength: gamma

As wavelength decreases energy increases.
As wavelength decreases, frequency increases, because-

wavelength X  frequency =velocity (300,000,000m/s)

Gamma waves are the most dangerous, because they have the highest frequency 
& can penetrate. 

Visible light (visible to the cones & rods in our eyes) is just a tiny part of that 
spectrum.

When EM waves enter another medium, they slow down or speed up. This causes 
REFRACTION (changing direction).

CONVERGING LENS - magnifies, creates a real image, upside down

DIVERGING LENS - creates smaller virtual image (not really there), upright

Waves also can go around corners. This is called DIFFRACTION. 

Sometimes EM radiation seems to be composed of separate particles, called 
photons. 

Each particle of EM radiation is a photon. This is not fully understood.



The science of quantum mechanics studies this phenomenon.

LASER: light waves that are all in phase, in the same direction & the same 
frequency. They are amplified and reflected

REFLECTION: requires a smooth, plane surface
The angle of incidence = the angle of reflection.

VIRTUAL IMAGE: not really there but a construction of the mind. What you see in a 
plane (flat) mirror

INTERNAL REFLECTION - light rays bent back inside medium can’t escape.

FIBER OPTICS - light is reflected multiple times inside glass or plastic fiber using 
the principle of total internal reflectiion ; efficient, low-cost; 

This is the communication technology of the future.


